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Up Front

Could Chill Kill CME?
This question was explored by panelists participating in this month’s Pharma Marketing
Roundtable conference call, which was focused on
pharmaceutical industry support of CME (see
“Trends in Commercial Support of CME”).
There definitely seems to be a chilly wind blowing
from all quarters—from physicians to government.
It all started back in April, 2003, with the release of
the
OIG’s
Guidance
for
Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers, which, in part, addressed educational grants for support of CME. This was
followed by ACCME’s Standards for Commercial
Support of CME in 2004.
These activities have tremendously impacted how
publishing/education companies produce CME
and how pharmaceutical companies fund CME.
Most pharma CME supporters have erected
“firewalls” between their educational and
promotional activities to prevent conflicts of
interest.
In addition, many pharma companies have handed
over the CME budget to medical affairs, which one
Roundtable panelist likened to “giving a kid a pile
of money without the experience about how best
to use it.”

Coalition for Healthcare Communication, calls
Grassley’s tactics “regulation by raised eyebrows.”
He’s afraid these tactics will have a chilling effect
on pharma support for CME.
Although the total amount of pharma spending on
CME increased in 2004 compared with 2003, the
percent of CME income attributable to pharma has
decreased and shifted away from MECCs
(medical
education
and
communication
companies) to schools of medicine. The 2005
ACCME data—due to be released soon—is
expected to reveal that the absolute amount of
pharma CME dollars has decreased somewhat.
Shifting funding away from commercial CME
providers to schools of medicine is proabably an
effective strategy to stave off the chill factor.
But perhaps there is another reason for the
expected overall decrease in CME funding by
pharmaceutical companies. Could it be due to the
decrease in new drugs being approved? Fewer
new and innovative drugs means less unmet need
for physician education.
John Mack, Publisher
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Despite these changes, critics such as Senator
Grassley continue to question certain CME-related
grants. John Kamp, Executive Director of the
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Feature Article

Trends in Commercial Support of CME
By John Mack
Pharmaceutical companies continue to provide
financial support and funding for CME programs.
Recently, these programs have come under
scrutiny from numerous sources, including the
commercial supporter organizations themselves, in
the quest to ensure high quality, compliant and
effective CME that results in tangible levels of
“educational outcomes.” A fundamental shift is
occurring with regard to commercial entities’
demands on CME programs.
However, being able to provide metrics about the
effectiveness and impact of CME on physician
performance and patient health is proving difficult.
With the tightening of budgets and the need to
demonstrate that CME programs are adding value
to physicians and patients, commercial supporters
are examining ways to determine effectiveness.
In recent years, a number of guidelines have
emerged that influence how pharmaceutical
manufacturers support independent educational
activities. At the same time, the government has
increased its scrutiny and enforcement in this area.
Determining how to interpret FDA and OIG
guidance documents in an evolving legal and
regulatory environment can cause confusion and
angst. It is imperative that organizations develop
and implement activities that comply with the
regulations and ethical codes promulgated by the
agencies and policies that govern the CME
enterprise, while meeting the needs of healthcare
professionals. This is particularly important given
that OIG imposed approximately $11 billion in fines
in 2005.
On 8 June 2006, members and guests of the
Pharma Marketing Roundtable (see sidebar) met
via conference call to discuss trends in commercial
support of CME. The Roundtable discussion
touched on the following and other questions
related to this topic:
• Will commercial (for-profit) CME providers and
producers increasingly give way to academic
center networks? Are the days of the large
CME companies numbered?
• Which technological and media approaches for
CME delivery are gaining favor...and which are
losing ground?
• What role should CME play in strengthening
the communicative skills of MDs in their

interactions with patients? Why aren't we
seeing more of this with the advent (peaks and
valleys) of DTC?
Regulation By Raised Eyebrows
John Mack: John Kamp, you’ve probably been
keeping a close watch on CME developments.
Would you like to start us off with a summary of
what’s going on with CME these days?
John Kamp: Lately in the CME area we’ve been
seeing “regulation by raised eyebrows,” by which I
mean the chilling effect of such things as letters
Continued on next page…
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from Senator Grassley to pharmaceutical CEOs
questioning a whole range of pharmaceutical
marketing activities, including CME. Virtually
everything he’s been asking about is clearly illegal
and not done by companies—at least not
anymore—or are covered by PhRMA guidelines for
gifts to physicians. Some practices he’s
questioning are clearly legal and he seems to be
setting the stage for making them illegal or
threatening to do so.
I think this is a very serious threat because
government regulation by raised eyebrows causes
companies to avoid CME while this uncertainty
prevails. The risk-of-censure game is just not worth
the candle.
Mack: It appears that Grassley is aware that some
practices he’s questioning are no longer going on.
The letter from the Senate Finance Committee to
J&J, for example, states:
“We recognize that the information described
above represents past practices and might
not continue under current policies and
procedures. In reviewing documentation
submitted in response to our initial request,
our Committee staff found that many
manufacturers have modified their grant
policies and procedures in response to the
PhRMA Code, issued in 2002, and the
Department of Health and Human Services
Office of Inspector General’s OIG Compliance
Program
Guidance
for
Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers, issued in 2003. However, it
appears that many manufacturers’, sales
and/or marketing personnel still have a role
in originating or evaluating grant requests,
and, consequently, the potential for abuse
remains. In addition, it appears that most
manufacturers continue to provide funding to
professional societies and patient advocacy
organizations, but the information received
by the Committee shows that only one drug
manufacturer considers the portion of
funding provided to such organizations when
evaluating grant requests. Accordingly, we
remain concerned about both the direct and
indirect influence that manufacturers may
have on such organizations.”

The letters from Grassley et al (see
http://www.senate.gov/~finance/press/Gpress/2005
/prg011106.pdf) are seeking specific information as
this excerpt demonstrates:
“After reviewing information provided by
drug manufacturers in response to the
Committee’s initial request and from other
sources, the Committee seeks additional
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information about certain practices. Most
notably, as Chairman and Ranking member
of the Committee we seek to better
understand the role(s) of sales and
marketing personnel in initiating and/or
evaluating grants, and the use of grants to
provide funding to professional societies or
associations
and
patient
advocacy
organizations. With respect to the role of
sales and marketing personnel in the grant
approval process, we are concerned that
sales and marketing personnel may influence
the awarding of grants in a way that favors
those individuals or organizations that are
known to advocate use of specific product(s).
With respect to the use of educational grants
to fund professional and patient advocacy
organizations, we are concerned that such
organizations, many of which develop
treatment or practice guidelines, may come
to rely on such funding to an extent that may
compromise
their
independence.
The
Committee is also interested in funding
provided to academic institutions or state
agencies to support the development of
practice guidelines or treatment algorithms.”
Continued on next page…
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Kamp: At the same time, the HHS Inspector
General is continuing to investigate all kinds of
marketing activities and looking directly at CME.
The most significant case resulted in a corporate
integrity agreement by Serono, which, if the
government’s case is true, was engaged in some
questionable activities, including controlling
content in CME that the company sponsored.
Could Chill Kill CME?
Kamp: Between Senator Grassley asking
questions in a very threatening way and virtually
every pharma company’s marketing practices
under investigation by the OIG and DOJ lawyers, I
think there’s a very clear chill, generally, on
communications from the pharmaceutical industry,
including CME. Many pharma people think it’s just
not worth the criticism, even though they may be
doing it correctly.
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Mack: Can you clarify what practices are clearly
legal that Grassley is threatening to make illegal?
In other words, where do you see the threat?
Kamp: He’s not directly accusing anyone of
anything, but when you get a letter from a senator
asking you to “back up the truck” and drop off all
relevant documents in support of any commercial
activities you’ve done over the past couple of
years, that’s pretty threatening. He’s essentially
questioning the legitimacy of all CME that is
supported by pharmaceutical companies or
executed by commercial providers or by groups
that get funded by them (eg, patient advocacy
groups). In other words, he’s looking under every
rock for illegalities. Like pornography, if you look
for it everywhere, you’ll liable to find it in a few
places.
Continued on next page…
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Figure 1: Shifting Pharma Support of CME. Although the total amount of pharma support for
CME increased in 2004 compared with 2003 ($1,071,064,979 vs $971,100,098, respectively, not
considering advertising), the percent of CME income attributable to pharma has decreased and shifted
away from MECCs to Schools of Medicine. The 2005 ACCME data—due to be released soon—is
expected to reveal that the absolute amount of pharmaceutical CME dollars has decreased somewhat.
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Mack: Has this “chilling effect” resulted in less
support for CME by pharmaceutical companies?
Jan Heybroek: One of the things we are seeing is
a tendency of pharmaceutical companies to
somewhat limit their support of complimentary
programs or look for ways that complimentary
programs can be done in a multi-supported rather
than a single-supported manner. We have not
seen a big change in the amount of money
pharmaceutical companies have given in support
of CME.
Mario Cavallini: Are you saying that there is a shift
from supporting individuals to funding a pool that is
then distributed by a third party provider?
Heybroek: Pharma clearly cannot support
individuals in the US. What I am saying is that a
number of events we provide are singlesupported—one company provides all the funding
for these events. We do see a trend, however,
towards programs that are supported by multiple
companies, not just one.
Venkat Gullapalli: We also have noted that multisponsored events are becoming more popular as a
means to counteract the negative aspects of
single-sponsorship and to mitigate potential
conflicts of interest.
Piper Paid, But Wants to Play Own Tune
Mack: To reform CME, the authors of a recent
JAMA article suggest that “manufacturers wishing
to support education for medical students,
residents, and/or practicing physicians should
contribute to a central repository (eg, a designated
office at an academic medical center), which, in
turn, would disburse funds to ACCME-approved
programs.” (JAMA, January 29, 2006. Vol. 295, No
4). Any comments on that?
Kamp: Only academicians could think that
companies would essentially give them money with
no control over how it was going to be spent. I’m
hoping this is just a shot across the bow, designed
to get our attention rather than something they
actually expect to happen.
Cavallini: There definitely is a perception problem.
The
University
of
Pennsylvania
recently
announced that they weren’t going to allow drug
reps to drop off “trinkets” and such but they still
accept grants. In other words, don’t give me junk
jewelry, just send money.
Mack: I guess the real issue is who controls the
money.

ADVERTISEMENT
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Neil Gray: I think that commercial entities (pharma,
biotech, device companies) will always control the
money. The question is, can it be administered and
executed ethically and without conflict of interest?
In the 80s and 90s, the environment was clearly
different. Pathways to CME budgets were 100%
through the product teams with very little medical
affairs involvement or activity. That, of course, has
changed. The guidances have played a role.
Associations such as ACCME have reinforced the
fact that conflict of interest doesn’t help generate
unbiased content, which is what is needed to
improve health care.
The flip side is the notion that academicians are as
pure as the driven snow. To answer the question of
whether academic centers will become more
dominant CME providers, I would say only
“partially” because I don’t think they will be able to
execute will the same efficiency and with the
historic “product championing” attitude of
commercial providers.
Can We All Just Get Along?
Mack: Can you expand on what you mean by
commercial providers as “product champions?”
Gray: Over the years, a lot of the reason
commercial providers were retained was not only
their capacity to execute well and timely live events
and enduring materials, but that they really
appreciated both sides of the equation. That is,
they understood the science, but they were also
very conscious—overtly or sub rosa—of what the
proper messaging needed to be to support the
brands that ultimately were underwriting the
activities 100%.
Mack: Prior to OIG guidelines, many commercial
providers were not truly independent, but were
divisions or departments set up within advertising
agencies. Perhaps there still are ties between the
spun-off commercial CME providers and their
parent ad agencies. Could this be the kind of
problem Grassley is looking at?
Gray: In many instances, I think this is more a
perception problem. I’m sure there are bad apples
out there.
Mack: Looking at data from ACCME and
comparing 2004 with 2003, a smaller portion of
pharma’s CME support is going to MECCs, while a
larger proportion is going to schools of medicine
(see Figure 1, pg. 4). Does anyone know if this
trend is likely to continue in 2005 and 2006?

Kamp: Anecdotally, I’d say yes. CME managers of
pharmaceutical companies tell me that doing CME
through academic providers gives them a certain
amount of public relations benefit that they
wouldn’t get otherwise.
Mack: Given this trend and the fact that academic
centers may not execute CME as well as MECCs,
do you see a blending of these two types of
providers or more cooperation?
Gray: I do think that’s where this is heading. If we
had this Roundtable discussion a year from now, I
think we would definitely see more partnerships
and collaboration activities that build good, strong
networks of CME providers that exhibit the best
features of both academia and commercial entities.
Commercial providers will, in other words,
collaborate with schools of CME to provide these
activities.
Comparing Providers’ Skillsets
Harry Sweeney: Marty Cearnal of Jobson tells me
that pharma industry sponsors are well aware of
the skills and knowledge that commercial CME
providers bring to the table. You only need to look
at the violations of ACCME guidelines by
commercial versus academic providers as reported
by ACCME. Cearnal says that the violations are
predominantly on the academic side. That may be
because the commercial organizations understand
the various liabilities and risks, follow the rules, and
pay great attention to the bureaucratic burden of
complying with the rules and guidelines.
Mack: The ACCME compliance findings show
some differences in how well different provider
types comply with ACCME’s “Essential Elements”
related to standards of commercial support. With
regard to element 3.3A (disclosure), MECCs do
better than schools of medicine (see Table 1 and
Figures 2 and 3, pg. 7).
Aggregate compliance with the Elements overall
(i.e. Elements 1.1 through 3.3), however, showed
less variance among provider types. From this, one
could say the commercial providers do as well as,
if not better than, schools of medicine complying
with the standards.
On the other hand, a smaller percentage of
MECCs than schools of medicine (SOMs) have
achieved accreditation with commendation and a
larger percentage of MECCs than SOMs have
received provisional accreditation (See Tables 2A
and 2B, pg. 7).
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Figure 2: Compliance with ACCME “Essential Elements”—Publishing/Education Companies (MECCs)

Figure 3: Compliance with ACCME “Essential Elements”—Schools of Medicine (SOMs)
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Provider Type

% NonCompliance
13%
Publishing / Education Company
23%
School of Medicine
37%
Non-profit (Physician Membership Org)
Table 1: Compliance findings for ACCME Essential Element 3.3A: The
provider must disclose required information and relationships.
Provider Type

Accredited with
Commendation
16 out of 157
Publishing / Education Company
28 out of 123
School of Medicine
21 out of 273
Non-profit (Physician Membership Org)
90 out of 736
All
Table 2.A: Provider Accreditation Status. Accreditation with Commendation.

%
10%
23%
8%
12%

Provider Type
Provisional Accreditation
26 out of 157
Publishing / Education Company
1 out of 123
School of Medicine
11 out of 273
Non-profit (Physician Membership Org)
49 out of 736
All
Table 2.B: Provider Accreditation Status. Provisional Accreditation.
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Figure 4: Percent of Total CME Income
by Provider Type (2004).
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Figure 5: Physicians Participating in online CME
(enduring materials only, not including live CME events).
In 2004, 3.6% of all CME hours were delivered online and
20.7% of all CME activities were delivered online.
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Conflicts of Interest
Heybroek: Many schools of medicine receive
pharma company funding to run clinical trials. I
would like the group’s view on a potential conflict of
interest this may cause when these same schools
seek CME funding from the same companies.
Sweeney: A bit of perspective might help here.
The development of professional associations took
place because the academic centers saw
themselves as responsible for teaching and
research but not for continuing education.
Professional associations filled that gap. It’s only
been in recent years that CME in academic centers
became an important function. Because of the
money being spent on CME, you can easily see
why this has happened. These schools are under
significant budgetary pressure, so any income
stream they can develop puts them that much
ahead. There are many people in professional
associations that are not happy about these new
competitors! However, the easy targets to shoot at
are
the
commercial
providers,
not
the
academicians. As if the not-for-profit provider is
holier than thou!
Gray: It’s a great illustration of how the academic
environment is consistently able to fly under the
radar of the legislators like Grassley. There’s
definitely going to be more competition for grants in
this marketplace and it’s not all going to go to
commercial providers, who perhaps have pushed
the envelope too far in support of their grantors.
Mack: It appears that physician societies receive
the same portion of the CME income pie as do the
commercial providers (see Figure 3, pg. 8).
Whether or not the commercial providers are the
easier targets, they certainly appear to be the main
competitors of the societies and therefore deserve
most of the arrows aimed at them.
Sweeney: The schools also are targeting commercial providers. Rather than going to
“professional war” by attacking “colleagues” in the
medical societies, they have chosen to go to
“commercial war” and attack the commercial
providers.
Kamp: Some academic centers are getting their
acts together and teaming up with commercial
vendors, who might be ad agencies, to carry out
the implementation of CME. The sponsor is still the
academic center, however. The agencies are the
agents of the academic centers. What is positive
about this is the academic centers know how to
find good people to implement their programs. The
commercial providers have been doing it longer,

are better organized, and are more focused on
communications, and are much better at analyzing
the effectiveness of the program.
Gray: It’s a result of the distinction between the
culture of for-profit and non-profit employees in my
view.
Mack: Is this collaboration strategy actively being
pursued by commercial providers? In my
experience as a commercial physician education
provider working under pharmaceutical educational
grants, I often sought out the medical society as a
partner and brokered the kind of collaboration you
mention. Often the grant went to the society which
hired my company to provide the program.
Gullapalli: Actually, that still happens today. I’ve
seen academic centers contract with consultants to
seek out grant opportunities from pharmaceutical
companies.
The Economic Facts of CME Life
Mack: Putting a layer between the pharma
company and the for-profit company would be a
good thing, wouldn’t it?
Sweeney: Let’s look at the economics of this kind
of structure. If a commercial provider received a
$100,000 grant to do the program on its own and
now must work with an academic center, up to
20% of that grant would have to be shared with the
academic center. In the real world, the commercial
provider is not going to “eat” that expense, but
pass it along. In that scenario, the program that
once cost the sponsor $100,000 would cost
$120,000.
Rob Nauman: Today, pharmaceutical marketers
are under pressure to keep costs down. Wall
Street analysts and brokers are saying that pharma
companies need to get their costs from 35% of
sales down to 22% of sales in the next five years in
order to maintain growth. In this environment, the
$120,000 proposal is likely to get dismissed
quicker. Regardless of who owns the biggest piece
of the CME pie, there’s a shrinking pie overall.
Perhaps some money is coming out of DTC, but I
don’t see it going to CME. It’s going right to the
bottom line.
Sweeney: The commercial objective of pharmaceutical companies is to sell more products.
Companies have 25 alternative ways to get their
messages out. CME is only one of those options.
According to ACCME numbers, about $1.2 billion
is being spent by the commercial sector on CME.
It’s a significant number as a raw number. It’s a
fractional percentage of the total.
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ROI vs ROE
Mack: Are pharmaceutical companies getting a
good return on CME investment? Wouldn’t that
determine how much of the mix should be devoted
to CME?

7th Annual Phase IV Clinical
Trials

Sweeney: That’s not politically correct to ask,
John. You have to talk about return on education.

Design Research Programs to Meet Clinical,
Regulatory and Marketing Objectives

Kamp: The OIG has said that if there’s an ROI,
there’s no education. So every pharmaceutical
company has to pretend that it’s ROE they are
focusing on. It’s really goofy. Categorizing CME
that makes money as illegitimate is bad for the
public interest.

Attend CBI’s 6th annual conference and gain insight from the
regulatory, clinical, marketing, adverse events and post
marketing perspectives. The program provides a unique forum
in which you can network with industry executives and Phase IV
teams who can share their valuable experiences with you.

Mack: CME can no longer come out of marketing
budgets, correct?
Kamp: That’s right. It can’t come from the
marketing pot. It’s moved into the “charity pot” and
who’s going to pay attention to that? When
executives look into ways of cutting costs, they’re
going to go after items in the charity pot first!
Gray: Moving the CME budget from the brand
team to the medical affairs group is tantamount to
giving a kid a pile of money without the experience
about how best to use it. A lot of medical affairs
teams are learning as they go. I am not convinced
that they have had great dialogue with brand
teams.
Mack: Some experts maintain that it is completely
feasible—ie, within OIG guidelines—to have brand
team input into CME decisions. For example, CME
committees can be set up with brand team
participants as long as marketers don’t have a
majority vote.
Kamp: The problem is that OIG investigators are
making up the rules as they go and no-one knows
how much of that can be done. What you do know
is that they can demand all your records and your
emails and decide that what somebody said in
retrospect was inappropriate.
Sweeney: The elephant in the room that we are
not talking about is an attempt by Senator Grassley
and others to censorship speech coming out of the
pharmaceutical industry. Pure and simple. It’s an
attempt to shove the pharmaceutical industry out of
the communications business and somehow force
it to lower prices.
Jack Barrette: We are giving politicians too much
credit for long-term goals as opposed to gathering
public support and votes in the short term. This
criticism of CME is another attempt to pander to
social interests about the big, bad pharmaceutical
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industry. These are great sound bites and CME is
going to be held up besides other issues such as
sales rep behavior, etc.
Kamp: Senator Grassley does not have a
sophisticated understanding of CME. That’s not
what this is about for him. It’s about sound bites
critical of the pharma industry getting picked up by
media in his district.
Novel Idea: Physicians paying for CME
Mack: Considering that even some physicians see
a problem with commercial support for CME, do
you see any movement afoot requiring physicians
to pay for CME?
Heybroek: We offer accredited CME programs in
the US and in other countries. Some are
complimentary and some require registration fees
to be paid by physicians.
Kamp: I don’t know if there’s a movement among
physicians, but I know that lawyers pay for their
own CME and I can’t understand why doctors
shouldn’t as well.
Sweeney: That could happen with the stroke of the
pen. If mandatory recertification went into
ascendancy, physicians would have to deal with
CME as a cost of doing business. They would
reach into their pockets and pay for it, because
that would be their ticket to the dance.
Gullapalli: The way things are going, physicians
may not have a choice. There are publishers out
there doing very well that cater to physicians who
on an annual basis pay about $300-$400 for CME.
This is without any commercial support at all. So,
it’s possible.
Cavallini: I’ve met too many physicians that have
moved from one state to another, become jazz
musicians, caterers, etc. Paying for CME could the
last straw that breaks the camel’s back for a good
number of physicians.

Sweeney: I think 14% is a significant number given
human nature and physicians’ desire to get handson demonstrations. There’s no single silver-bullet
method for delivering CME. The on-demand aspect
is what’s driving online CME. It works well for
physicians who are insomniacs or who get up early
in the morning and want to spend an hour or two
running through online CME. For them, online
CME is perfect.
Gullapalli: I agree. Physicians will always use a
variety of media—live meetings, print, online—for
CME activities.
CME for Communications Skills
Sweeney: One of your questions, John, that we
have not talked about yet is whether the
communications skills of physicians should be
addressed in CME. There’s an awareness in the
academic medical community that their graduates’
bedside manner is terrible! Several of them have
inaugurated bedside manner courses.
Gray: This is a huge issue. The ability of
physicians to communicate well with patients is
one of best skills they could have for treating
patients. They are taught much science, but very
little communicative skills. A lot of times physicians
don’t treat as well as they could because they are
not listening or communicating as well as they
could be. CME rarely touches this problem.
Cavallini: I’m skeptical that CME can address this.
Much individual attention and practice is necessary
and just getting a lecture with a few Powerpoint
slides isn’t going to get the point across.
Kamp: It’s important, but I don’t know if pharmaceutical companies will be paying a lot of attention
to it.
Pharma Marketing News
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Product Review

Slides: The Currency of Communication
A Slide Presentation Collaboration System
By John Mack
Pharmaceutical companies produce slide kits for
their physician clients to educate them about
products and the medical conditions they treat.
Slide kits may fulfill a marketing or continuing
education (CME) need. Slide kits or Presentations
may be prepared for patient education as well.
Flawless Collaboration Required
Promotional or educational, whatever the need
served, you can be sure that a high degree of
collaboration between appropriate marketing,
professional education, clinical, medical/legal, and
compliance personnel within the company is
necessary to create a slide kit. Outside experts,
such as key opinion leaders and medical writers
are also involved in the process. Flawless
coordination of all these stakeholders with diverse
interests is necessary to achieve a finished product
that is accurate, meets the intended goals, and
complies with all necessary regulations.
To help facilitate the team collaboration in the
development and approval of slide kits, Blue Grotto
Technologies,
Inc.,
a
medical
education
technology company based in Plymouth Meeting,
PA, has developed “Slide Collaborator” (see
www.pptcollaborate.com).
This Online Slide Kit Creation and Collaboration
System is a tool designed to assist project man-

agement with the review process in the
development of educational and marketing slide
kits. Other products offered by Blue Grotto include
online searchable slide libraries, chart reviews, and
disease burden analyzers.
Slide Kits are Ubiquitous in Pharma
“Slides are the currency of communication in the
pharmaceutical industry,” says Ross Dworkin, Vice
President of Sales at Blue Grotto. “All throughout
the various phases of the product life cycle, from
inception to clinical research to launching to sales
and marketing, there are always core messages
conveniently conveyed via slide kits. More than
any other industry, the pharmaceutical industry
employs slides as an integral part of its internal
and external communications.” Also unique to the
pharmaceutical industry is the degree of
collaboration needed between several different
disciplines—clinical,
marketing,
sales,
and
regulatory—required to develop a slide kit.
Features
“Slide Kit Collaborator,” says Dworkin, “documents
all the comments and changes throughout the life
cycle of a slide kit and organizes all of those assets
in a convenient, web-based environment.” Not only
does this make it easier to perform compliance
audits when necessary, the system also has been
Continued on next page…

Figure 1: Each slide is addressed on its own basis (left). As an option, the system can be configured so that
collaborators can see each others’ comments for each slide as shown on the right.
© 2006 VirSci Corporation (www.virsci.com). All rights reserved.
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shown to reduce the number of revisions from a
total of 9 to about 4 or 5, according to Dworkin.
The system allows reviewers to view and comment
on each slide and/or the entire kit and consolidates
comments. “It eliminates redundant comments
and email between collaborators completely,” says
Dworkin. Specifically the system:
• makes it convenient for faculty to participate in
the slide creation process—by providing 24/7
access to “slides in process,”
• documents the CME/CE process in case an
audit is required,

p. 13

• increases the efficiency of the slide kit creation
process by eliminating redundant comments
and organizing all aspects of this process in
one place,
• ensures that appropriate people can
participate during the creation process, and
• tracks medical/legal and regulatory changes
and approvals.
“The tool not only eliminates most of the effort to
organize slide kit version changes,” says Dworkin,
“but significantly reduces the number of versions
required due to the elimination of redundant comContinued on next page…

Summary of Specific Features

1. Registration and Security: Reviewers must be registered and use a password to access the
service.
2. Review Current Slide Kit: Reviewers will examine slides (and slide notes) and submit their
comments (or approval) for each slide.
3. Project Management (Systems Facilitator) Responsibilities: Project management
(systems facilitator) responsibilities include uploading the slide kit, notifying the reviewers,
adding/deleting users, printing reports and incorporating reviewer comments.
4. Reports: The system is able to print out basic reports on usage and comments,
•
List of reviewers (for reimbursement purposes)
•
List of comments per individual slide (with identity of reviewer)
•
List of comments per slide kit (with identity of reviewer)
5. Archived Slide Kits: The system archives the current and previous slide kits (with
commentary).
See www.pptcollaborate.com for a personal trial version of the system.
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ments that no longer have to be manually collated
by the lead editor.”
Slide kits—like many of the other pharmaceutical
communication programs—must undergo medical
and legal review and be in compliance with FDA,
OIG, and other agency regulations. Slide Kit
Collaborator allows the appropriate regulatory and
compliance people in the company to easily
participate at appropriate times throughout the
development of the kit. This prevents costly
corrections that otherwise might result without
timely review.
Description of Operations
When the slide kit is ready for review, the project
manager uploads the slide kit to the “Online Slide
Kit Creation and Collaboration System” and notifies
the appropriate individuals that the new (or
revised) slide kit is available for them to review.
After receiving this notification, each reviewer can
log on and review the slide kit. Reviewers can
make comments on each slide (as well as on the
entire kit).
“Our system is unique in that it deals with a slide kit
as a compilation of individual slides that tell a
story,” says Dworkin. “Each slide is addressed on
its own basis as well as within the entire group of
slides.”
Recognizing that this is an “iterative” process, the
system will allow for multiple versions of each slide
kit as well as allow all reviewers access to each
slides “comment” history. Further, the collaboration
system can request and record appropriate
approvals.
“Ours is the only system that can keep track of
slide kit changes from one revision to the next,
including slides that have been deleted, added, or
resorted,” says Dworkin.
Whether a slide kit is developed in-house or is put
together by an ad agency, version control and
close collaboration among several people from
different disciplines is necessary to get the job
done. Slide Kit Collaborator is designed specifically
for this purpose.
Pharma Marketing News
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Whose Data Is It?
…Continued from page 19.
• Outcome studies and pharmacoeconomic
analyses that look at value vs. cost
• Bioterrorism surveillance
• Development of clinical practice guidelines
• Disease management programs
• Analysis of changes in government healthcare
programs (e.g., the uptake of Medicare Part D
coverage).”
If this were true, one would think that the pharma
industry would be more proactive in taking credit
for this largesse and its positive impact on the well
being of US citizens.
Pharma Marketing News
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Product Review

Free Prescription Drug Cards
Filling the Rx Coverage Gap
By John Mack
There are millions of people who are without
insurance for prescription drugs. Medicare and
pharmaceutical company patient assistance
programs (PAPs) have helped, but there is still
room to do more. A free prescription drug card
offered by YourRxCard.com of Baton Rouge, LA
attempts to fill the gap in coverage.
The Gaps
“I estimate is that there are 25 to 26 million
Americans that have no Rx drug coverage at all,”
says Rex Bowden, President, Group Net, LLC,
which runs YourRxCard.com. The site offers
discounts up to 75% of the cost of drugs.
“Everyone is eligible,” says Bowden, “but we are
targeting people with no insurance or who are
underinsured or have high deductible insurance or
have gaps in their Rx coverage.” Millions of
Americans fall into one or another of these
categories.
The Medicare Part D prescription coverage, for
example, includes the infamous “doughnut hole,”
which is reached when beneficiaries’ annual drug
spending hits $2,250, at which point they will have
to pay $3,600 in out-ofpocket
costs
before
coverage resumes. It is
estimated that 6.9 Medicare
enrollees could reach the
hole.

by organizations like AARP. Such programs are
also subject to a deductible or co-pay and there is
a premium that must be paid by each participant in
the program.
“Also, many people learn when they try to use
these programs that one or more of their drugs
may not be covered because they are not in the
formulary for the plan,” says Bowden. “The free
YourRxCard program does not distinguish between
formulary and non-formulary drugs. If it’s a
prescription drug, it’s covered by the program and
at least some discount is available. Everyone can
benefit from this program—even people who
participate in other programs.”
How Can It Be Free?
YourRxCard is a form of patient assistance
program, but it is owned and run by participating
pharmacists who benefit by getting immediate
payment at the point of sale rather than waiting for
re-imbursement by Pharmacy Benefit Managers
(PBMs). For the pharmacist, therefore, the YourRx-

While the pharmaceutical
industry
has
patient
assistance programs to
help patients who cannot
afford their medications,
these cover only a portion
of the need. For one thing,
eligibility varies and not all
drugs may be covered.
Some companies will only
help if applicants are not
receiving any other private
or publicly funded drug
benefits.
YourRxCard.com is unique
in that it is free—there is no
premium
as
in
gap
coverage programs offered
© 2006 VirSci Corporation (www.virsci.com). All rights reserved.
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Figure 1:
YourRxCard.com home
page showing printable
discount cards
superimposed.
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DRUG YOU SELECTED
PRAVACHOL
New Search

Online drug prices are updated weekly and may vary at time of purchase. Prices may vary slightly by
pharmacy. For the most accurate pricing, please click on the pharmacy pricing tool icon (
in the results below.
Type
Drug Name
Strength Quantity Form
Tools

) presented
Price

BRAND

PRAVACHOL

10 MG

90

TABS (BOTTLE)

$284.01

BRAND

PRAVACHOL

20 MG

90

TABS (BOTTLE)

$288.54

BRAND

PRAVACHOL

20 MG

100

TABS (BOX)

$307.97

BRAND

PRAVACHOL

40 MG

90

TABS (BOTTLE)

$421.41

BRAND

PRAVACHOL

40 MG

100

TABS (DISP PACK)

$449.92

BRAND

PRAVACHOL

80 MG

90

TABS (BOTTLE)

$421.41

BRAND

PRAVACHOL

80 MG

100

TABS (DISP PACK)

$449.92

TOOL KEY
Pharmacy
Pricing Tool

Drug
Substitution
Tool

Mail Order
Pricing Tool

Pharmacy pricing may vary slightly from pharmacy to pharmacy. To increase
pricing accuracy, click on this tool for the drug entry closest to your prescription
and enter your zip code. The tool will return local pharmacies and their price for the
select drug. If necessary, you will also be able to adjust the drug quantity.
In many cases there are drug substitutions available for your current prescription
that may yield significant savings. Drug substitutions are considered
pharmaceutical equivalent drug products because they contain the same active
ingredient(s), dosage form, route, and strength or concentration. Drug substitution
products should be presented to your physician to determine if they are suitable for
your particular situation. Click on this tool to identify available drug substitutions.
Additional savings (as high as 70%) can be realized through our Mail Order
service. Click on this tool to display the mail order price for the selected drug. In
addition, the tool will also display drug substitutions along with their respective mail
order price. To learn more about drug substitutions, read the Drug Substitution
Tool description above. For your convenience, a downloadable mail order
application is also available from this tool.

Figure 2: Drug Pricing Tool. This shows the average or typical discount prices available for the selected drug,
including its different dosage forms. You can then click on the appropriate tool for more detailed information, such
as the price of 40 mg tablets of Pravachol at local pharmacies (see Figure 3).

Drug
Allegra
Amoxicillin

Dose/Count
180/30 mg
500/30 mg

Retail Cost
$104.99
$ 19.99

YourRxCard Cost
$ 82.55
$ 10.82

Table 1: Examples of Savings Possible
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Card program is better than a traditional card
program where payment is made by a third party
(eg, government or employer) after a delay.
Each participating PBM works through a network of
pharmacies that have agreed in advance to a price
they will charge for drugs under the program.
“Typically you see a price that is in the range of
AWP minus 14-15% plus a dispensing fee of $1 to
$3 depending on the PBM,” says Bowden. About
ten cents per subscription goes towards covering
program administrative costs.
The YourRxCard.com Web Site
Anyone can sign up and instantly get a
YourRxCard by accessing the Web site
(www.yourrxcard.com) and entering minimal
information: first name, last name, e-mail address
(see Figure 1, pg. 15).
A scrolling window on the Web site shows some
examples of typical, actual savings, which vary by
location due to volume and competition. Table 1
illustrates just two examples of the savings
possible (see pg. 16).
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The Pricing Tool
If you click on “MEDICATION PRICING,” you can
get an instant estimate of the discounted price for
any drug entered (see Figure 2, pg. 16). Drug
prices may vary slightly from pharmacy to
pharmacy. The Pharmacy Tool allows users to see
the latest online prices offered by pharmacies in
there area (see Figure 3, below).
Everybody Wins
Bowden, who has 31 years of experience in
employee benefits and group health insurance for
large employers, believes that the YourRxCard
program represents one of the rare situations
where everybody wins. “The patient who needs the
drug obviously wins,” says Bowden. “And the
pharmacy and pharmaceutical companies win by
offering products at lower prices to people who
otherwise may not be able to afford them.”
The more people that use the program, the greater
will be the benefits. The main challenge right now
is getting the word out. Bowden hopes that his
colleagues in the pharmaceutical industry and
pharmaceutical marketers like you will help bring
more attention to the program.
Pharma Marketing News

PHARMACY PRICING TOOL
Find Pharmacies
Product: PRAVACHOL 40 MG TABS (BOTTLE)
Quantity:
Zip Code:

Figure 3: The Pharmacy (Pricing)
Tool. This shows the latest discount
prices of 40 mg Pravachol tablets in
local area pharmacies.

90

18940

5 miles

Sort By:

Price

Search

Search Results
Pharmacy
Heritage Pharmacy
1091 General Knox Road
Washington Crossing, PA18977
215 321-767
CVS PHARMACY #00813
1034 SECOND STREET PIKE
RICHBORO, PA18954
2153224060
RITE AID PHARMACY #454
800 BUSTLETON PIKE #A10
RICHBORO, PA18954
2153571345
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Price

4.51 mi

$421.41

3.77 mi

$426.21

3.77 mi

$435.80
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Survey Results

Whose Data Is It Anyway?
Pharma Use of Rx Data
By John Mack
On Thursday, May 4, 2006, the New Hampshire
Senate passed HB 1346 to ban the sale of
information that identifies a specific prescriber or
patient on a prescription. The measure has already
passed the House and will be the first bill of its kind
to become law.
According to a story in the New York Times, “A
Gallup Poll commissioned by the A.M.A. in 2004
found that two-thirds of doctors surveyed were
opposed to the release of such data to
pharmaceutical representatives, and that 77
percent felt that an opt-out program would alleviate
concerns about the release of data. Nearly a
quarter of the doctors were not even aware that
the pharmaceutical industry had access to such
information" ("Doctors Object to Gathering of Drug
Data,” NYT, 5/4/2006).
Many people—even pharmaceutical marketers—
feel the pain of physicians, but also agree with
Robert A. Musacchio, the AMA's senior vice
president for publishing and business services,
who said "What we've always stressed is that
physicians have rights and they can always tell
pharmaceutical representatives that they don't
want to be called upon."
Of course, the AMA isn't exactly a disinterested
party. They make plenty of money—$40 million a
year—selling physician data to third parties (most
of which ends up for use by pharmaceutical
companies). While this is not prescribing data, it is
useful demographic and business data that can be
combined with prescribing data to segment
physicians for marketing and sales purposes.
Some physicians might argue that such
segmentation helps pharmaceutical companies
deliver the most relevant information to them.
Pharma Use of Rx Data Survey
Pharma Marketing News hosted the Pharma Use
of Rx Data Survey in June, 2006 and asked
respondents to weigh in on several issues
regarding the collection and use of Rx data by
pharmaceutical companies.
Opting Out
One issue concerns physicians’ ability to opt out of
such use. Just as there is a way for physicians to
limit the release of AMA's data about them,
physicians want the ability to opt out of having their

Rx data sold for marketing purposes. This may be
a better solution than a blanket law—such as the
New Hampshire law—which prevents the use of
Rx data outright.
When asked “Whether you agree or disagree with
each of the following statements regarding
physicians’ right to opt-out of having their Rx data
sold to pharma companies,” only a minority of
respondents were in favor of not allowing
physicians to opt out. A majority of pharma
respondents, on the other hand, were against the
idea of allowing physicians to opt out for any
reason (see Figure 1).
Opting In
The survey did not ask about “opting in,” but one
respondent made this comment: “Under no
conditions should pharmaceutical companies have
access to physician-linked Rx data without the
informed, written, and explicit consent of
physicians.”
Continued on next page…
Agree/Strongly Agree
70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

Opt-Out of Any
Use

No Opt-Out

Figure 1: Opting Out (All Respondents)..
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Does the use of Rx data by pharmaceutical
companies make marketing more relevant and
cost-effective?
IMS Health—the company that sells physician
prescribing data to pharmaceutical companies—
set forth several arguments designed to stem the
rising tide against the use of physician prescribing
data for pharmaceutical marketing purposes. For
this purpose, IMS teamed up with the AMA to write
a Pharmaceutical Executive (PE) Magazine article
extolling the virtues of the AMA's Prescribing Data
Restriction Program (PDRP).
One argument offered by the authors is that
physician prescribing data can be useful to target
specific promotions to physicians and offer them
more relevant information and thereby improve
pharma-physician relationships. “Prescribing data
allow pharmaceutical promotion to be relevant and
specific,” say the authors, “making the whole
process more cost-effective (and sparing
physicians from being bombarded with extraneous
promotional materials and sales calls).”

p. 19

physicians need to be contacted first in the event
of a newly identified side effect or a product recall.”
PhRMA makes a similar argument: “Foreclosing all
access to prescribing data could also hamper
manufacturers' ability to alert physicians of
important new information about medicines in a
timely fashion.”
Forty-seven percent (47%) of survey respondents
agreed somewhat or strongly (18% and 29%,
respectively) that physician prescribing data helps
manufacturers to alert physicians of important new
information about medicines in a timely fashion. A
clear majority (60%) of pharma respondents felt
the same way with 40% agreeing strongly.
Other Uses of Rx Data
Prescribing data can and may be used for a host of
other purposes, some of which do not involve
pharmaceutical companies. IMS and AMA, for
example, suggest the following:
Rx data reveal important facts about a physician's
own practice:

Considering the poor state of this relationship, this
argument may have some merit—assuming,
however, that the data is actually used that way.

• the degree to which patients comply and
persist with treatment,

A majority (59%) of survey respondents agreed
somewhat or strongly (24% and 35%, respectively)
that prescribing data allow pharmaceutical
promotion to be relevant and specific and makes
the whole process more cost-effective. Pharma
respondents also agreed (40% and 20%,
respectively).

• how the physician’s prescribing practices
compare with those of his or her peers, and

“The availability of targeted information means that
there is less wasted effort on the part of both
marketers and the physicians. No one wants to
receive mailed, emailed or other information that's
irrelevant: time is too valuable. Making these data
available to marketers and others who need to
reach specific groups of physicians makes good
economic sense for everyone and helps prevent
wasted time.” – Survey Respondent
Does the use of Rx data allow pharmaceutical
companies to more quickly notify physicians
of product recalls?
Another argument in favor of pharma use of Rx
data the authors of the PE paper make is that it
allows pharma companies to more quickly notify
physicians of product recalls. “[Physician
prescribing data can] help prioritize the release of
public safety news alerts Based on physician
prescribing details, companies can identify which

• patients’ use of generics,

• provide valuable information for pay-forperformance systems that drive improved
clinical practices.
It should be noted that the NH law, for example,
would not prohibit use of Rx data for these
purposes.
The Far Flung Influence of the Pharma Industry
IMS and AMA also argue that the pharmaceutical
industry’s commercial interest in Rx data makes
possible a whole host of other benefits to the
nation’s healthcare system. “...what is not widely
known,” say the PE authors, “is that the
pharmaceutical industry's commercial interest in
the data ultimately makes possible a variety of
other research applications. The industry
underwrites the substantial costs that HIOs (Health
Information Organizations) incur when collecting
and processing the information. Without this
support, the data would not exist for use in
[emphasis added]:
• Evidence-based drug safety studies
• Public health monitoring to set and promote
public health policy
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